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Know your place.

Assume your role.

Repeat the practice.

Memorize the doctrine. 

Accept all responsibilities.
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There is no beginning to what there is no end. Recall this universally fundamental 
truth. 
Understand the discipline and devotion are unrewarding.  Symphonize an efficient 
manner of practice.
Transmit the message until the very end.

Transcend the cycle. Inexhaustible, uncontrollable. 
Mesmerizing generations and generations across the ages. Eternally elusive you cannot 
commence when you cannot end.







































Honor the right of passage which has been left before you. An enigma which will not 
have an answer for the foreseeable future. Value what each carefully predetermined step 
has to offer. Essentailly you will know no more at the end than the begining.

For what is really marks the conclusion? Any one can answer this. It doesn’t matter if the 
answer is correct. This too is transitional. Hope it will be remembered and not fade with 
the distance of the light.
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It was the best immature descision of my life. A wild moment frozen in the stills of time that cost more that the journey itslef. We both fought to be the model, we both fought to be the disciple. Our fragile states made us incesiatly dependant on eachother. Even at the very end when no more damage could be done when we lay equally numb and broken we could not bring oursleves to let the other go. No matter how much 
hate and poision we felt there is a love for the person we each loved. They still live in each of us perfectly flawed ever growing. My relations with my ex-husband will always be one of the most valuable lessons that life has given me. The mark on my arm passed from being a symbol of love to a symbol of the act of living, the marks on his arms will heal, as will the marks in our hearts. I dont know if we will ever stand as equals 
and share the roles. So with this I set us free to the whims of life always keeping your memory. I wish for each of us that whomever we may fall into this diagnosis of dependency with in the end, will break this vicious cycle and bring peace.

Release.  








